
RELOADING AND CAST BULLETS FOR THE K-31
 
 

Brief History
 
  The K-31 (K as in carbine) Swiss, an improved version of the Model 1911 rifle and carbine, was adopted by the
Swiss military in June, 1933 and produced until 1958.  Carbine production totaled 582,230.  Like the earlier Model
1911, the K-31 is a straight-pull action.  The 25.65” barrel has 4-groove rifling with a [RH] twist rate of 1:10.63.  The
caliber is 7.5 x 55mm, which it shares with its predecessor.  Improvements to the new carbine included a free-floating
barrel; a redesigned trigger; and an added locking lug immediately behind the chamber making for a stronger action as
the lugs are in a thicker part of the receiver.  Lock-up is also more precise.  Hardening of the receivers began in 1935. 
The K-31’s are among the most versatile and accurate cast bullet rifles, on a par with the Model 28/30 and Model 39
Finnish Nagants.  In addition, they can be had in very good (or better) condition and at prices that are most attractive
to boot.  If workmanship and attention to detail are hallmarks of Swiss products, these arms certainly share that
distinction.
 
 
Reloading
 
  Although reloading for the K-31 is straight forward, there are certain things to bear in mind to avoid potential
problems.  First, because the straight-pull action has less camming power than a bolt action, brass must be full-length
sized.  This generally means adjusting your FL sizing die so that it makes firm contact with the shell holder.  That is,
the press should “cam over” center when the FL die is properly adjusted.  You can try [full length] sizing a fired case
just enough so as to leave a secondary shoulder approximately 1/16” from the neck-shoulder junction.  If a case sized
in this manner chambers easily in your rifle, so much the better.  Second, older FL die sets were cut for the slightly
different Model 1911 chamber and thus may not size cases enough for the K-31.  However, I must add that my two die
sets (bought used), one CH, the other Redding, are labeled “7.5 x 55mm Swiss” and size my brass perfectly.  Third, the
short to non-existent throat means you must seat cast bullets deeply into their cases, sometimes below the neck-
shoulder junction.  While I realize this is contrary to the conventional cast bullet wisdom (or is it folklore?) I haven’t
noticed any degradation of accuracy because of it.
 
 
 
Cast Bullet Designs
 
  The K-31 will accurately and reliably shoot a wide range of cast bullet designs and weights, from the light Lee 309-
113F “wadcutter” and the long, heavy Lyman #311644 (195gr. tapered bullet) equally well (2 m.o.a. or better from an
“as issued” carbine).  Other cast bullets worth considering are Lee C309-180R, Lyman #311291, Lyman #31141,
Lyman #311466, Lyman #311332 and Saeco #315.  Incidentally, all of these should be sized to .309” and seated
deeply enough into the cases to allow the bolt to not only close, but also go into battery (more on this later). 
 
 
Propellants
 
  Generally speaking, powders which work well other .30cal. cartridges work well in the 7.5 Swiss. (Think of it as a
cross between a .308Win. or 7.62 x 51mm and an 8mm Mauser or 7.92 x 57mm with respect to starting loads.)  In
particular, Hodgdon or IMR 4198 or Accurate Arms’ XMP 5744 (better) are good places to start as are the classic C.E.
Harris-recommended loads of 13gr. Alliant Red Dot or 16gr. Alliant 2400.  Military surplus powders, e.g., IMR 5010
with Grex filler or WC 860 with magnum primers perform very well with any of the above bullets except the Lee 309-
113F.  For it, military surplus WC 820 (burning rate is similar to Accurate Arms #9.) with standard large rifle primers
is ideal.  Below is a table of powder types, charges, cast bullets and velocities I obtained from IMR 5010 and WC 820:
 



                                                                                    Velocity, Fps
 
Bullet          Powder & Chg.          Filler             Mean             SD             ES 
Lyman
311466         IMR 5010, 47gr.         .7cc Grex        1,804              26              81
 
Lyman
311291*       IMR 5010, 47gr.         .7cc Grex        1,782              28            106
 
Saeco
315               IMR 5010, 47gr.          .7cc Grex        1,780             26               72
 
Lee
C309-180R   IMR 5010, 47gr.          .7cc Grex        1,816             24              79
 
Lee
C309-113F   WC 820, 15gr.              None               1,763             11              31
 
*Lyman #31141 will yield results similar to those for #311291  
 
 
 
At the Range & Troubleshooting
 
  A problem those new to the K-31 encounter is a failure to fire even though the bolt is closed, the loaded round is in
the chamber and the primer is marked by the firing pin.  The rifle will not fire, by design, if the operating rod (long flat
rod on the right side of the bolt) is not entirely forward.  You can double-check this by making sure it isn’t protruding
at the rear when the bolt is closed or by looking at the serial number on the [top] of the bolt: It should be at the twelve
o’clock position when the bolt is closed.
The sights on the K-31’s are calibrated for military GP 11 ammunition.  As such, they will shoot low and as much as
4” to the right at 50 yards.  Elevation is easily corrected, but windage will require a special tool.  You can purchase an
authentic Swiss [front] sight adjusting tool for $50 or more, or you can go to a hardware store and purchase a nut
splitter.  Look for one with a 1 ¼” opening so that it can fit over the front sight ears.  (Mine is a Craftsman “Universal
Nut Cracker” #94772, but True Value, et al also have them.)  Protect the inside of the nut splitter and the sight ears
with electrician’s tape so you don’t scratch the metal and position the splitter so that you can push the front sight
forward, i.e., to the right.  If the front sight is staked in place, it will take a bit of effort.  This is a trial and error
process so if you’ve moved the sight too far forward, reverse the splitter and move it back until all your shots are
centered.
 
 



 
 
 
Conclusion
 
  The Swiss didn’t engineer the superbly accurate K-31 to be a cast bullet rifle, but their mistake is our good fortune. 
Not only does it unhesitatingly accept many different types and weights of cast projectiles, but also it does so with a
degree of accuracy that will astound you.  Although none that I tested shot poorly, some clustered more tightly than
others:  E.g., Saeco #315 and Lyman #311466 in rifle #1 v. Lyman #31141 and Lyman #311466 in rifle #2, although
this is preliminary.  Indeed, it is not difficult to attain satisfying results with these rifles using both standard (Red Dot,
Unique 2400, H/IMR 4198, XMP 5744) or military surplus powders (WC 820, IMR 5010, WC 860).  What would be
even more surprising would be the failure to do so.
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